”The stage is yours!“

– impossible?

huystar
great performance under pressure
“You will be the star!“
With huystar to success!

the idea

High resistance against thermical and mechanical load which are the requirements on state of the art paper machines for the production of packaging grades. This features combined with high drainage capacity, high stability and easy cleaning are the basement of the huystar press felt generation.

the technology

Solid woven double and triple layer constructions provide outstanding felt strength. The robust structure provides a high felt permeability through the entire felt life, meaning high water volumes can be drained properly.

A very stable runnability, a fast start up and low proneness for contamination are just a few key features as a result.

your benefits

- very stable runnability
- high felt strength
- excellent drainage characteristics
- high thermical resistance
- easy felt cleaning
- long life potential

field experience

- high dryness over the whole felt life (Fluting, Corrugating Medium, 1080 mpm, 3rd press)
- excellent runnability due to no edge problems (Liner, 1100 mpm, Pick Up)
- high machine efficiency, new production record (Boxboard, 560 mpm, 1st and 2nd press bottom, 2nd press top)
- very high performance, excellent stability, record production (Testliner, 420 mpm, 2nd press)
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